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The thickness was estimated to be ca. 0.1 ~m by assuming that the low-frequency loop was caused by a Nernst-type diffusion limitation in the electrolyte film. On the other hand, Yuh and Selman\textsuperscript{5} used the limiting current supposedly measured at low oxygen concentration (less than 3% oxygen)\textsuperscript{5} to estimate the film thickness. By assuming that the limiting current was due to the oxygen diffusion through the film and was independent of gas composition, they found the film thickness to be ca. 0.1 ~m. As they pointed out later,\textsuperscript{6} the limiting current cannot always be observed on a MCFC cathode even at low partial pressure of oxygen; hence the observed limiting currents were suspected to be due to the depletion of the gaseous oxygen at high current levels.

In the present work, well-defined limiting currents have been measured on a PAFC cathode, and effort has been made to estimate the acid-film thickness by combining the limiting current, the electrode microstructure, and acid adsorption measurements for two kinds of electrodes and for 100% phosphoric acid electrolyte with and without fluorinated compounds. The success of fluorinated compounds as possible electrolyte additives for PAFC has been demonstrated in our previous papers,\textsuperscript{11,12} where promising compounds are specified such as potassium perfluorohexanesulfonate, C\textsubscript{6}F\textsubscript{13}SO\textsubscript{3}K, potassium nonafluorobutanesulfonate (C\textsubscript{4}F\textsubscript{9}SO\textsubscript{3}K), and perfluorotributylamine [(C\textsubscript{4}F\textsubscript{9})\textsubscript{3}N].

Springer and Raiti,\textsuperscript{13,14} in their acid impedance analysis, suggested that only by assuming the presence of an external electrolyte film covering the agglomerate was it possible to explain a separate low-frequency mass-transfer impedance loop, while the agglomerate itself could not lead to such a loop, therefore Yuh and Selman\textsuperscript{5} used the size of the low-frequency impedance loop for estimating the electrolyte film thickness. The thickness was estimated to be ca. 0.1 ~m by assuming that the low-frequency loop was caused by a Nernst-type diffusion limitation in the electrolyte film.

Limiting Current Density for Gas-Diffusion Electrode Models
A gas-diffusion electrode contains pores with a variety of pore sizes. From the conventional porosimetry, a set of data for cumulative pore volume (\(V\)) and specific pore-wall surface (\(A\)) as a function of pore radius (\(r\)) can be obtained. It is known that the total pore volume (\(V\)) and total specific surface area (\(A\)) can be obtained by integration over a range of pores of increasing radius, assuming that the pores are cylindrical.
The thin-film model.—This model assumes that, during normal operation of an electrode in contact with both the gas and the electrolyte on either side, there exists a critical normal operation of an electrode in contact with both the gas and the electrolyte on either side, there exists a critical normal operation of an electrode in contact with both the gas and the electrolyte on either side, there exists a critical pore radius \( r_c \). Pores with radii larger than \( r_c \) will be gas filled and supposedly acid filmed along pore walls, and those with radii smaller than \( r_c \) will be acid flooded. It is assumed that the flooding of the smaller pores is driven by capillary forces. The critical radius \( r_c \) is thus dependent on the balance

\[
r_c = \frac{2\sigma}{\Delta P} \cos \theta
\]

where \( \sigma \) is the surface tension of the electrolyte, \( \Delta P \) is the pressure difference between the gas and the liquid, and \( \theta \) is the contact angle of the electrolyte.

In this context, parameters such as the acid-flooded pore volume \( V_A \), the gas-filled pore volume \( V_g \), and the acid-filmed specific surface area \( A_A \) can be defined by the equations

\[
V_A = \int_0^{r_c} dV(r)
\]

\[
V_g = \int_{r_c}^{\infty} dV(r)
\]

\[
A_A = \int_0^{r_c} \frac{2dV(r)}{r}
\]

Since the thin-film models assume that all electrochemical processes take place in the film-covered pore walls of larger gas-filled pores, see Fig. 1, \( A_A \) as expressed by Eq. 6 might be assumed to be the electrochemically active area, whereas the acid-flooded pores are treated as electrochemically inert. This assumption might not be true at lower current densities; however, in the vicinity of the limiting current density it is valid.

When the entire electrode process is rate determined by diffusion through the acid film of a dissolved reactant, e.g., oxygen in the case of \( \text{O}_2 \) reduction, the true limiting current density \( i_{\text{L(true)}} \), which is based on the actual reactive surface area along the pore walls, should be expressed by

\[
i_{\text{L(true)}} = \frac{nFDc_0}{\delta}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of electrons involved, \( F \) is Faraday’s constant, \( D \) is the oxygen diffusion coefficient, \( c_0 \) is the solubility of oxygen, and \( \delta \) is the film thickness. To relate the true limiting current density to the apparent limiting current density \( i_L \) (which is based on the apparent sectional area and is experimentally measurable), one has

\[
i_L = i_{\text{L(true)}} \cdot A_g \cdot z
\]

where \( A_g \) is the acid-filmed specific pore-wall surface area per unit volume of electrode (cm\(^2\)/cm\(^3\)) and \( z \) is the electrode thickness.

The filmed agglomerate model.—This model assumes that catalyst particles form elongated porous agglomerates (with micropores, see Fig. 1B). These agglomerates under working conditions are flooded and on the outside surface filmed by the electrolyte. The PTFE binders are assumed to create hydrophobic gas channels (macropores). When current is drawn from the electrode, reactant gas molecules diffuse through the macropores and dissolve into the electrolyte film. After diffusing through the film, the molecules react at active sites on the catalyst particles.

The porosity \( \Theta \) of the agglomerate is defined as

\[
\Theta = V_f / (V_f + V_S)
\]

where \( V_f \) is the agglomerate pore volume totally filled with acid and \( V_S \) is the solid volume. Assuming the agglomerate to be a wavy cylinder with a radius of \( r_a \), the number of agglomerates per unit volume electrode, \( N \), can be expressed

\[
N = \left( \frac{V_f}{V_f + V_S} \right) \left( \frac{2\pi r_a^2 z}{(4\pi/3) r_a^3} \right)
\]

where \( z \) is the electrode thickness and \( r_a \) is the agglomerate tortuosity correcting for the increased length.

If the surface area of \( N \) agglomerates, excluding the ends, is denoted as \( S_a \), then

\[
S_a = N2\pi r_a z
\]

Combining Eq. 9, 10, and 11, one obtains

\[
r_a = 2V_f / S_a \Theta
\]

According to Kunz et al.,\(^7\) the surface area of all the agglomerates per unit volume of electrode, \( S_a \), can supposedly be expressed by Eq. 6, i.e., equal to the gas-liquid interfacial area, \( A_g \). Therefore, the limiting current due to the liquid-phase diffusion of the dissolved reactant through the acid film can be expressed by Eq. 8, valid for both the thin-film model and the filmed agglomerate model.

By means of acid-adsorption measurements for different electrodes, the acid-filled volume \( V_f \) and the surface area of acid-filled pore walls \( A_g \) or \( S_a \) can be determined from cumulative curves of the pore volume and surface area, and the acid film thickness can thus be calculated from the limiting currents by using Eq. 7 and 8.

Experimental

Chemicals.—The preparation of 100 weight percent \((w/o)\) H\(_3\)PO\(_4\) from an aqueous 65 \(w/o\) Riedel-de Haén acid of analytical grade has been described previously.\(^{12}\) An electrolyte additive used in some of the experiments was potassium perfluorohexanesulfonate, C\(_6\)F\(_{15}\)SO\(_3\)K (hereafter referred to as the C\(_6\) salt) and was used as received from Riedel-de Haén.

Purified hydrogen (\(\geq 99.98\) volume percent \((v/o)\), Hede Nielsen A/S) and oxygen (\(\geq 99.98\) v/o, AGA A/S) were used for the reference and working electrodes, respectively.

Fig. 1. (A) Thin-film model, and (B) filmed agglomerate model.
Results and Discussion

Limiting current.—Figures 3 and 4 show two sets of typical polarization curves for the oxygen reduction in 100% phosphoric acid without (A) and with (B) the additive (0.1 w/o \( C_6 \) salt) at 150°C for both electrode A (Fig. 3) and electrode B (Fig. 4). As the electrode potential increases, the responding curves display limiting currents, characterizing the diffusion determining step.

It can be seen that the limiting current increases with increasing oxygen flow rate. The reaction sequence of oxygen reduction on a gas–diffusion electrode is assumed to involve two diffusion steps, i.e., the diffusion of gaseous oxygen from the outer end of the porous electrode to the gas-electrolyte interface, and the diffusion of dissolved oxygen through the electrolyte film to the active sites.

At very low oxygen flow rates, the limiting current density appears to be caused by an oxygen-flow limitation according to Faraday’s law. As the oxygen flow rate increases, the utilization of the gaseous oxygen decreases, i.e., the partial pressure of oxygen in the mixture of oxygen and water vapor will increase. If the electrode kinetics in the vicinity of the limiting current is rate determined by the gaseous diffusion of oxygen through the water vapor, this increase in the oxygen partial pressure in the gas phase at the electrode backing will result in an increased limiting current. This is demonstrated by Fig. 3 and 4.

As the oxygen flow rate increases further, the electrode process shifts into the range of diffusion control of the dissolved oxygen through the thin electrolyte film. This is indicated by the almost constant value reached by the limiting currents when the increase in oxygen flow rate does not
lead to any significant increase in the limiting current density (Fig. 5). This is further demonstrated when the total oxygen utilization is taken into the consideration. For instance, with electrode B in the acid containing 0.1 w/o C6 salt, the limiting current densities occur at the oxygen utilization of 27, 18, and 15% when oxygen flow rates of 21.4, 34.9, and 45.5 ml min⁻¹ cm⁻² were used, respectively. These oxygen utilizations correspond to the oxygen partial pressure of 0.58, 0.70, and 0.74 atm, respectively. In other words, the fact that the limiting current is insensitive to the oxygen partial pressure may suggest that the electrode process is under liquid-diffusion control. This current density, being insensitive to the oxygen flow rate is the one being used in the estimation of the acid film thickness.

Values of these limiting current densities were found to be 6.0 A/cm² (electrode A, H₃PO₄), 4.0 A/cm² (electrode A, H₃PO₄ + 0.1 w/o C6 salt), 3.5 A/cm² (electrode B, H₃PO₄), and 2.0 A/cm² (electrode B, H₃PO₄ + 0.1 w/o C6 salt), obtained by arbitrarily extrapolating up to the flow rate of 60 ml oxygen per minute per cm² in Fig. 5.

It is to be noted that the addition of C6 salt into H₃PO₄ resulted in a significant decrease in the limiting current density of oxygen reduction for both electrodes. As can be seen from Eq. 7 and 8, the previously demonstrated improvement in oxygen solubility (co) and oxygen diffusion coefficient (D) in phosphoric acid by adding the C6 salt will lead to an increase in the limiting current density. However, the extra flooding of the electrode by the electrolyte containing the C6 salt will considerably reduce the electrolyte film thickness (∆) as well. The latter effect will supposedly in the present case outweigh the former one and consequently result in the sharp decrease in the limiting current density.

**Acid adsorption.**—Figure 6 shows the adsorption of 100% H₃PO₄ with and without C6 salt obtained for two electrodes (A) and (B) at 150°C. Here the acid adsorption is defined as the amount of acid absorbed by unit weight of catalyst layer of the electrode (g/g-cat. layer).

Mori et al. have found that the acid adsorption depends on time, especially in the initial 60 h. After 100 h, the acid adsorption tends to stabilize. For electrode A, acid adsorptions of 0.68 and 0.83 g/g-cat. layer were achieved with 100% H₃PO₄ and H₃PO₄ + 0.1 w/o C6 salt, respectively, and for electrode B, 0.92 and 1.1 g/g-cat. layer with 100% H₃PO₄ and H₃PO₄ + 0.1 w/o C6 salt, respectively. Gang et al. have shown that the addition of C6 salt in phosphoric acid will significantly improve the acid wettability on PTFE-bonded gas-diffusion electrodes. The behavior correlates well with the increased adsorption of the acid containing C6 salt for both electrodes.

**Pore volume distribution and pore-wall surface area.**—As results of the mercury-intrusion porosimetry, Fig. 7 and 8 show the cumulative pore volume and the cumulative pore-wall surface area of the catalyst layers of electrodes A and B. For the pores of radii up to 2.04 μm, the total pore volume was found to be 0.80 cm³/g-cat. layer for electrode A, and 1.02 cm³/g-cat. layer for electrode B. Assuming cylindrical pores, the total specific surface area was calculated from the pore volume by using the average pore radius (A = 2πr / r), and found to be 8.6 m²/cm³-cat. layer for electrode A and 10.4 m²/cm³-cat. layer for electrode B. Here the densities of the catalyst layers were found to be 0.41 and 0.35 g/cm³ for electrode A and B, respectively.

In their porosimetric analysis, Watanabe et al. made a distinction between micro- and macropores in the catalyst layer. Micropores are assumed to originate from the plat-
phosphoric acid, either with or without C6 salt.

As discussed in the section concerning limiting current density, both thin-film models and filmed agglomerate models assume that the electrochemically active area can be estimated from the pore-wall surface area of pores larger than the critical radius. This is done in the present work by assuming that the pore-wall surface area determined by mercury porosimetry can be used for phosphoric acid. From Fig. 8, the specific pore-wall surface area of electrode A, corresponding to pores above the critical radii of 0.067 (or 0.101) \( \mu \text{m} \) was found to be 3610 (or 2340) \( \text{cm}^2/\text{em}^3 \), and that for electrode B to be 1860 (or 1040) \( \text{cm}^2/\text{em}^3 \). These values will be used in the estimation of the acid-film thickness below.

**Thickness of acid film.**—Table I summarizes the data used and obtained in the calculation of the acid-film thickness. Here the product of the oxygen solubility and the oxygen diffusion coefficient in 100% H3PO4 at 150°C was taken from Ref. 12, and that for phosphoric acid with 0.1 w/o \( C_6 \) salt was estimated by considering the value for 100% H3PO4 and the value (11.71 \( \times 10^{-12} \) mol. cm\(^{-2} \) s\(^{-1} \)) for phosphoric acid with 0.5 w/o \( C_6 \) salt at the same temperature.\(^12\)

The cumulative pore volume was obtained from the mercury porosimetry. The pore volume occupied by acid was obtained from the acid-adsorption measurement, based on which the critical pore radius was determined from the distribution curve of the pore volume. From the critical pore radius thus obtained, the reactive pore-wall surface area covered with the acid film was evaluated from the curve of the cumulative surface area as function of the pore radius. By using Eq. 7 and 8, the film thickness was then evaluated.

The resulting values of the acid-film thickness for both electrodes with phosphoric acid, either with or without \( C_6 \) salt, are of the 0.1 \( \mu \text{m} \) order of magnitude. The presence of \( C_6 \) salt as an additive in H3PO4 seems to enlarge the acid-film thickness.

The last three rows of data in Table I are the agglomerate parameters evaluated for the filmed agglomerate model, using Eq. 9, 10, and 12. It is seen from the resulting agglomerate properties that, when the acid occupation increases as a result of adding \( C_6 \) salt into H3PO4, the number of agglomerates decreases while the agglomerate radius increases. These will lead to a greater liquid-phase diffusion polarization, as predicted by the filmed agglomerate model.\(^7\)

**Conclusions**

The limiting current density due to the diffusion rate control has been determined for oxygen reduction on the PTFE-bonded porous electrodes. Two types of diffusion were encountered, i.e., gas-phase diffusion at low oxy-
gen flow rates and liquid-phase diffusion at high oxygen flow rates.

It is important to mention that for the electrode process under control of liquid-phase diffusion, both the thin-film model and the filmed agglomerate model reach the same expression for the limiting current density. As a consequence, this limiting current density can be used to determine the acid-film thickness, which is a critical parameter in the modeling of porous electrodes.

By combining the acid-adsorption measurements and the porosity analysis of the catalyst layer of the electrode, it proved possible to determine the acid occupation, the available specific pore-wall surface area, and some other agglomerate properties such as agglomerate radius, agglomerate porosity, and agglomerate number on the basis of the filmed agglomerate model. Finally the acid film thickness was evaluated with the help of the experimentally measured limiting current density for two types of electrodes in phosphoric acid electrolytes with and without fluorinated additives.
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Fischer-Tropsch Electrochemical CO2 Reduction to Fuels and Chemicals

Michael Schwartz, Mark E. Vercauteren, and Anthony F. Sammells*

Eltron Research, Incorporated, Boulder, Colorado 80301

ABSTRACT

This investigation was directed toward the rational selection of cathode electrocatalysts compatible with promoting carbon dioxide reduction at practical rates to commercially significant fuels and chemicals. Work performed identified electrocatalyst sites, incorporated into gas-diffusion electrodes, demonstrating high activity toward promoting both CO2 reduction to adsorbed CO and subsequent electron transfer leading to final reaction products. The feature of electrocatalysis identified was in its apparent ability to maintain a high coverage of adsorbed CO intermediate species at reaction sites available for further reduction to products. Carbon dioxide reduction proceeded at significantly lower overpotentials and higher rates and faradaic efficiencies than previously found to this time at unit-activity copper.

Our objective was to characterize and evaluate novel electrocatalyst alloys and bimetallics as sites for promoting what we had previously referred to as electrochemical Fischer-Tropsch (EFT) CO2 reduction. Electrocatalyst alloys and bimetallic mixtures, which initially emphasized, respectively, Cu: Pb, Cu:Ag, Ag: Pb, Cu: Cd, Cu: Zn, Cu: Mn, and Ag: Mn, were predicted by us to exert a favorable influence on either electrochemical rate or cathode overpotential (ideally both) required for promoting EFT CO2 reduction to fuels and chemicals, compared to that previously found with unit-activity copper cathodes.

Cathode electrocatalyst selection was based on insights developed at Eltron from recent experimental work performed both by ourselves11 and others12-17 on electrochemical CO2 reduction in aqueous electrolyte and in the gas phase. Our investigations had suggested that the pathway through which electrochemical CO2 reduction was via formation of intermediate CO, followed by potential assisted C-O splitting to give an adsorbed carbon type intermediate. This intermediate could then become hydroxylated to give carbene, leading to either hydrocarbon or alcohol reaction products.

Analysis performed at Eltron, using experimental data obtained by others,12-17 had shown that, with the exception of copper, all metal electrocatalytic sites possessing activity toward promoting CO2 reduction had activity favoring either reduction to CO or reduction of CO to hydrocarbons, but not both. Copper appeared to be the only exception to this observation in that it possessed high activity for promoting both electrochemical CO2 reduction to CO and subsequent CO reduction to hydrocarbons.

The above insights were found by our group using multivariate analysis of CO2 reduction product distribution to gain insight into the relative propensities of metal electrocatalysis toward promoting CO2 reduction to CO and subsequently to gaseous hydrocarbons and potentially other useful CO2 reduction products. Results from this analysis suggested that one approach for data interpretation was to determine relative electrocatalyst activities toward (i) reducing CO2 to CO and (ii) subsequently reducing CO to hydrocarbons. In our analysis we assumed that hydrocar-
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